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What purposes does the auto-cache setting on reports serve? (Choose two.)
 
A. To reduce report generation time 
B. To automatically update the hcache when new logs arrive 
C. To reduce the log insert lag rate 
D. To provide diagnostics on report generation time 
 

Answer: A,B
Reference:https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortianalyzer/6.0.0/administration-
guide/282280/enabling-autocache
 
 

 

 

Refer to the exhibit.
 

 
Which image corresponds to the packet capture shown in the exhibit?
 
A)
 

 
B)
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C)
 

 
D)
 

 
A. Option A 
B. Option B 
C. Option C 
D. Option D 
 

Answer: C

 

 

You are using RAID with a FortiAnalyzer that supports software RAID, and one of the hard
disks on
 
FortiAnalyzer has failed.
 
What is the recommended method to replace the disk?
 
 
A. Shut down FortiAnalyzer and then replace the disk 
B. Downgrade your RAID level, replace the disk, and then upgrade your RAID level 
C. Clear all RAID alarms and replace the disk while FortiAnalyzer is still running 
D. Perform a hot swap 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

 

 

https://community.fortinet.com/t5/FortiAnalyzer/Technical-Note-How-to-swap-Hard-Disk-on-
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FortiAnalyzer/ta-

p/194997?externalID=FD41397#:~:text=If%20a%20hard%20disk%20on,process%20know

n%20as%20hot%20swapping 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Which two statements are true regarding fabric connectors? (Choose two.)
 
A. Configuring fabric connectors to send notification to ITSM platform upon incident
creation Is more efficient than third-party information from the FortiAnalyzer API. 
B. Fabric connectors allow to save storage costs and improve redundancy. 
C. Storage connector service does not require a separate license to send logs to cloud
platform. 
D. Cloud-Out connections allow you to send real-time logs to pubic cloud accounts like
Amazon S3, Azure Blob , and Google Cloud. 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

On the RAID management page, the disk status is listed asInitializing.
 
What does the statusInitializingindicate about what the FortiAnalyzer is currently doing?
 
A. FortiAnalyzer is ensuring that the parity data of a redundant drive is valid 
B. FortiAnalyzer is writing data to a newly added hard drive to restore it to an optimal state 
C. FortiAnalyzer is writing to all of its hard drives to make the array fault tolerant 
D. FortiAnalyzer is functioning normally 
 

Answer: C
Reference:https://fortinetweb.s3.amazonaws.com/docs.fortinet.com/v2/attachments/4cb0dc
e6-dbef-11e9-
 
8977-00505692583a/FortiAnalyzer-5.6.10-Administration-Guide.pdf(40)
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In Log View, you can use the Chart Builder feature to build a dataset and chart based on
the filtered search results.
 
 
Similarly, which feature you can use for FortiView?
 
 
A. Export to Report Chart 
B. Export to PDF 
C. Export to Chart Builder 
D. Export to Custom Chart 
 

Answer: A
Reference:https://community.fortinet.com/t5/FortiAnalyzer/Creating-a-Custom-report-from-
FortiView-Export-to-Report-Chart/ta-p/190154?externalID=FD40483
 
 
Similar to the Chart Builder feature in Log View, you can export a chart from a FortiView.
The chart export includes any filters you set on the FortiView.
FortiAnalyzer_7.0_Study_Guide-Online pag. 292.
 
 

 

 

What are offline logs on FortiAnalyzer?
 
 
A. Compressed logs, which are also known as archive logs, are considered to be offline
logs. 
B. When you restart FortiAnalyzer. all stored logs are considered to be offline logs. 
C. Logs that are indexed and stored in the SQL database. 
D. Logs that are collected from offline devices after they boot up. 
 

Answer: A
Reference:https://help.fortinet.com/fa/faz50hlp/56/5-6-
6/Content/FortiAnalyzer_Admin_Guide/0300_Key_concepts/0600_Log_Storage/0400_Arch
ive_analytics_logs.htm
 
Logs are received and saved in a log file on the FortiAnalyzer disks. Eventually, when the
log file reaches a configured size, or at a set schedule, it is rolled over by being renamed.
These files (rolled or otherwise) are known as archive logs and are considered offline so
they don’t offer immediate analytic support. Combined, they count toward the archive quota
and retention limits, and they are deleted based on the ADOM data policy.
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FortiAnalyzer_7.0_Study_Guide-Online page 140
 
 

 

 

What is the best approach to handle a hard disk failure on a FortiAnalyzer that supports
hardware RAID?
 
A. Hot swap the disk. 
B. There is no need to do anything because the disk will self-recover. 
C. Run execute format disk to format and restart the FortiAnalyzer device. 
D. Shut down FortiAnalyzer and replace the disk 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: https://help.fortinet.com/fa/faz50hlp/56/5-6-2/FMG-

FAZ/0700_RAID/0800_Swapping%20Disks.htm#:~:text=If%20a%20hard%20disk%20on,to

%20exchanging%20the%20hard%20disk. 

 

 

 

Which statement is true regarding Macros on FortiAnalyzer?
 
 
A. Macros are ADOM specific and each ADOM will have unique macros relevant to that
ADOM. 
B. Macros are supported only on the FortiGate ADOM. 
C. Macros are useful in generating excel log files automatically based on the reports
settings. 
D. Macros are predefined templates for reports and cannot be customized. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: FortiAnalyzer_7.0_Study_Guide-Online.pdf page 283: Note that macros are

ADOM-specific and supported in FortiGate and FortiCarrier ADOMs only. 
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When working with FortiAnalyzer reports, what is the purpose of a dataset?
 
A. To provide the layout used for reports 
B. To define the chart type to be used 
C. To retrieve data from the database 
D. To set the data included in templates 
 

Answer: C
Reference: https://docs2.fortinet.com/document/fortianalyzer/6.0.4/administration-
guide/148744/creating-datasets
 
Datasets: Structured Query Language (SQL) SELECT queries that extract specific data
from the database
 
 

 

 

What are the operating modes of FortiAnalyzer? (Choose two)
 
 
A. Standalone 
B. Manager 
C. Analyzer 
D. Collector 
 

Answer: C,D

 

 

After you have moved a registered logging device out of one ADOM and into a new ADOM,
what is the
 
purpose of running the following CLI command?
 
execute sql-local rebuild-adom <new-ADOM-name>
 
A. To reset the disk quota enforcement to default 
B. To remove the analytics logs of the device from the old database 
C. To migrate the archive logs to the new ADOM 
D. To populate the new ADOM with analytical logs for the moved device, so you can run
reports 
 

Question No : 11
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Answer: D

Explanation:  

 

FortiAnalyzer_7.0_Study_Guide-Online.pdf page 128: Are the device analytics logs

required for reports in the new ADOM? If so, rebuild the new ADOM database 

 

 

 

On FortiAnalyzer, what is a wildcard administrator account?
 
A. An account that permits access to members of an LDAP group 
B. An account that allows guest access with read-only privileges 
C. An account that requires two-factor authentication 
D. An account that validates against any user account on a FortiAuthenticator 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/6.2.0/cookbook/747268/configuring-wildcard-

admin-accounts 

 

 

 

 

Which two constraints can impact the amount of reserved disk space required by
FortiAnalyzer? (Choose
 
two.)
 
A. License type 
B. Disk size 
C. Total quota 
D. RAID level 
 

Answer: B,D

Explanation:  
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https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortianalyzer/6.2.5/administration-guide/368682/disk-

space-allocation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Which two actions should an administrator take to view Compromised Hosts on
FortiAnalyzer? (Choose two.)
 
 
A. Enable web filtering in firewall policies on FortiGate devices, and make sure these logs
are sent to FortiAnalyzer. 
B. Make sure all endpoints are reachable by FortiAnalyzer. 
C. Enable device detection on an interface on the FortiGate devices that are connected to
the FortiAnalyzer device. 
D. Subscribe FortiAnalyzer to FortiGuard to keep its local threat database up to date. 
 

Answer: A,D

Explanation: In order to configure IOC, you require the following: 

• A one-year subscription to IOC. Note that FortiAnalyzer does include an evaluation

license, but it is restrictive and only meant to give you an idea of how the feature works. 

• A web filter services subscription on FortiGate device(s) 

• Web filter policies on FortiGate device(s) that send traffic to FortiAnalyzer 

Compromised Hosts or Indicators of Compromise service (IOC) is a licensed feature. 

 

To view Compromised Hosts, you must turn on the UTM web filter of FortiGate devices and

subscribe your FortiAnalyzer unit to FortiGuard to keep its local threat database

synchronized with the FortiGuard threat database. See Subscribing FortiAnalyzer to

FortiGuard. 

 

Ref :https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortianalyzer/6.4.0/administration-

guide/137635/viewing-compromised-hosts 
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